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Outline of the presentation :Outline of the presentation :

1)1) The The 1999 1999 ChiChi--Chi earthquakeChi earthquake

2) The Taiwan Chelungpu2) The Taiwan Chelungpu--fault Drilling Project (TCDP)fault Drilling Project (TCDP)

3) The methodology3) The methodology

4) The results4) The results

5) The conclusion 5) The conclusion 



The ChiThe Chi--Chi earthquake (21 sept. 1999)Chi earthquake (21 sept. 1999)

Mw : 7.6Mw : 7.6

Depth :Depth :
7 km7 km

Several meters Several meters 
of upliftof uplift

More than 80 000More than 80 000
houses damagedhouses damaged

Associated withAssociated with
the Chelungputhe Chelungpu
thrust faultthrust fault

http://www.earth.sinica.edu.twhttp://www.earth.sinica.edu.tw



The ChiThe Chi--Chi earthquake (21 sept. 1999)Chi earthquake (21 sept. 1999)

Surface rupture :Surface rupture :
~100 km~100 km

Seismic slip :Seismic slip :
up to 10 metersup to 10 meters

Larger groundLarger ground
velocity and velocity and 

displacement indisplacement in
the Northern partthe Northern part

Larger accelerationLarger acceleration
higher frequencyhigher frequency
in the Southernin the Southern

partpart
(Yue et al., JSG 2005)(Yue et al., JSG 2005)



The Taiwan ChelungpuThe Taiwan Chelungpu--fault Drilling Projectfault Drilling Project

Initiated in 2002, completed in 2004Initiated in 2002, completed in 2004

International Continental ScientificInternational Continental Scientific
Drilling ProgramDrilling Program

(Isaacs et al., TAO 2007)(Isaacs et al., TAO 2007)



The Taiwan ChelungpuThe Taiwan Chelungpu--fault Drilling Projectfault Drilling Project

Two boreholes :Two boreholes :

TCDP HoleTCDP Hole--AA
depth 2003 mdepth 2003 m
rupture zonerupture zone
at at 1111 m1111 m

TCDP HoleTCDP Hole--BB
40 meters apart40 meters apart
depth 1352 mdepth 1352 m
rupture zone rupture zone 
at at 1136 m1136 m

1111 m

Structural Cross-section for TCDP Drillsite



The Taiwan ChelungpuThe Taiwan Chelungpu--fault Drilling Projectfault Drilling Project

VeryVery

goodgood

corecore

RecoveryRecovery

(> 95%)(> 95%)

(Sone et al., TAO 2007)(Sone et al., TAO 2007)



Objectives of our study :Objectives of our study :

1)1) analyze the anisotropy of several physical propertiesanalyze the anisotropy of several physical properties

* magnetic susceptibility* magnetic susceptibility
* P wave velocity* P wave velocity
* electrical conductivity* electrical conductivity

for core samples at different depths in TCDP Holefor core samples at different depths in TCDP Hole--AA

2) derive from these measurements information on the2) derive from these measurements information on the
microstructures and the rock deformation in the lightmicrostructures and the rock deformation in the light
of the tectonic environmentof the tectonic environment

3) compare with complementary results obtained recently3) compare with complementary results obtained recently
on samples from TCDP Holeon samples from TCDP Hole--B B 



MethodologyMethodology

Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS)Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS)
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MethodologyMethodology

Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibilityAnisotropy of magnetic susceptibility

Kappabridge KLY3S (Agico)Kappabridge KLY3S (Agico)

Sample size : Sample size : 
diamdiam. 25 mm. 25 mm
length. 22,5 mmlength. 22,5 mm

Sensitivity of the methodSensitivity of the method ::

•• cristallographic orientationcristallographic orientation
of phyllosilicatesof phyllosilicates

•• orientation orientation and and shapeshape
of ferromagnetic grainsof ferromagnetic grains



MethodologyMethodology

Anisotropy of electrical conductivity (AEC)Anisotropy of electrical conductivity (AEC)

ConductivimeterConductivimeter

Cell for measurementCell for measurement
of brine conductivityof brine conductivity

Device for sampleDevice for sample
conductivityconductivity

Axial measurements on Axial measurements on 
samples cored in 3 samples cored in 3 

orthogonal directionsorthogonal directions

We donWe don’’t have access tot have access to
the full conductivity the full conductivity 

tensortensor



MethodologyMethodology
Anisotropy of P wave velocity (APV)Anisotropy of P wave velocity (APV)

Spatial distributionSpatial distribution
of measurementsof measurements

OrientationOrientation
of samplesof samples

Pulse generator

ExperimentalExperimental
setupsetup

for P wavefor P wave
velocityvelocity

measurementsmeasurements

x

y

z



MethodologyMethodology
Anisotropy of P wave velocityAnisotropy of P wave velocity

InterpretationInterpretation
relations with relations with 

observations on :observations on :

•• structural datastructural data

•• microstructural datamicrostructural data

InversionInversion

( ) ( )M.Q.Q.QP
1 tt −

=

MeasureMeasure

++

DirectionDirection

RepresentationRepresentation

Louis et al. (2003, 2004)Louis et al. (2003, 2004)

⇒⇒ determination of adetermination of a secondsecond--rank velocity tensorrank velocity tensor

VVmaxmax

VVintint

VVminmin

Velocity ellipsoidVelocity ellipsoid StereographicStereographic
plotplot



duration of oneduration of one
rotation + measurementrotation + measurement

cyclecycle

10 10 secondsseconds

Automated device for directionalAutomated device for directional
P wave velocity measurementsP wave velocity measurements

MethodologyMethodology
Anisotropy of P wave velocityAnisotropy of P wave velocity



MethodologyMethodology
Anisotropy of P wave velocityAnisotropy of P wave velocity

Sensitivity of the method :Sensitivity of the method :
P wave velocityP wave velocity

anisotropyanisotropy

Anisotropy ofAnisotropy of
grains/mineralsgrains/minerals

Anisotropy ofAnisotropy of
grains contactsgrains contacts

distributiondistribution

Anisotropy ofAnisotropy of
pore shapepore shape

Anisotropy ofAnisotropy of
crack distributioncrack distribution



Example of integrated analysis Example of integrated analysis : : 
COX Shale formation host of the FrenchCOX Shale formation host of the French
Underground Research Laboratory forUnderground Research Laboratory for

radioactive waste disposalradioactive waste disposal

AN = 26 %AN = 26 %

AN = 3.3 %AN = 3.3 %

AMSAMS APVAPV

Scenario for the microstructureScenario for the microstructure
evolution with temperatureevolution with temperature

(David et al., PCE 2007;(David et al., PCE 2007;
Robion et al., GSL 2007)Robion et al., GSL 2007)



Field scaleField scale Sample scaleSample scale Microstructure scaleMicrostructure scale

Scenario for the development of microstructures during foldingScenario for the development of microstructures during folding
(Louis et al., JSG 2006)(Louis et al., JSG 2006)

Example of integrated analysis Example of integrated analysis : : 
the Chaudrons foldthe Chaudrons fold



HoleHole--BB

HoleHole--AA

sandstonesandstone
siltstonesiltstone

fault zonesfault zones

ResultsResults



Shaly siltstone
Bedding ~ 30º
Density ~ 2590 kg/m3

Porosity: 4-5 %

Bioturbated sandstone
No obvious bedding
Density ~ 2120 kg/m3

Porosity: 15-19 %

Collection of TCDPCollection of TCDP HoleHole--AA samplessamples



RedRed = = siltstonesiltstone
GreenGreen = = sandstonesandstone

ResultsResults : AMS: AMS

•• same orientation for both faciessame orientation for both facies

•• triaxial fabrictriaxial fabric

•• minimum axis along bedding poleminimum axis along bedding pole

•• maximum axis along strikemaximum axis along strike

«« layer parallel shorteninglayer parallel shortening »»



ResultsResults : APV: APV

•• for siltstones, the P wave velocity depends strongly on densityfor siltstones, the P wave velocity depends strongly on density

•• for sandstones, measurements on dry and waterfor sandstones, measurements on dry and water--saturated samplessaturated samples
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ResultsResults : APV: APV

sandstonesandstone

•• unlike AMS, APV is very sensitive to faciesunlike AMS, APV is very sensitive to facies
•• for siltstones, similar results as for AMSfor siltstones, similar results as for AMS
•• for sandstones, the minimum velocity axis is in the bedding plafor sandstones, the minimum velocity axis is in the bedding plane,ne,

close to the strikeclose to the strike

Fabrique VFabrique VPP

siltstonesiltstone



ResultsResults : Comparison of AMS and APV: Comparison of AMS and APV

•• good correlations with densitygood correlations with density
•• strong P wave velocity anisotropy in sandstones (up to 50% !)strong P wave velocity anisotropy in sandstones (up to 50% !)
•• low magnetic susceptibility anisotropy in sandstones (less thanlow magnetic susceptibility anisotropy in sandstones (less than 4%)4%)



InterpretationInterpretation : : 

AMS data suggest a weakAMS data suggest a weak
deformation associated with deformation associated with layer parallellayer parallel

shorteningshortening in both sandstones and siltstones, in both sandstones and siltstones, 
at all depthsat all depths

Kmin

Kmax
Kint

Shortening

Shortening

direction

direction

Consistent with elastic fabricConsistent with elastic fabric
only in siltstoneonly in siltstone



InterpretationInterpretation : : 

APV data forAPV data for sandstones suggest thatsandstones suggest that anan
additionaladditional component ofcomponent of brittle deformation brittle deformation 

exist which is characterizedexist which is characterized by anby an
anisotropicanisotropic distribution ofdistribution of crackscracks

Vmin
Vmax

Vint



AnisotropyAnisotropy of of electrical conductivity  electrical conductivity  

A A numbernumber of of observationsobservations supportsupport thethe existence of anexistence of an
anisotropicanisotropic crack distribution in crack distribution in the sandstone samplesthe sandstone samples

sample
porosity   

(%)
Formation 
factor

surface 
conductivity 

(mS/m)
tortuosity

X10 19.3 15.6 6.13 3.0
Y10 19.3 16.5 4.92 3.2

X1 18.2 16.1 3.84 2.9
Y1 18.4 17.8 3.93 3.3
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serie #1
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porepore fluid effect fluid effect on on acoustic anisotropy  acoustic anisotropy  

DryDry WaterWater
saturatedsaturated

Depth (m) set# Average 
velocity 
(km/s)

Anisotropy 
(%)

588.6 1 1.53 35.2
1368.4 10 1.53 39.1

588.6 1 2.59 10.8
1368.4 10 2.43 9.3

Dry samples

Water-saturated samples

Velocity differenceVelocity difference

Increase Increase of of stiffness stiffness due to poredue to pore--fillingfilling
isis maximum in maximum in the the direction direction where thewhere the

cracks are more cracks are more compliantcompliant



porepore shape analysis using shape analysis using AMSAMS
on on ferrofluid impregnated samples  ferrofluid impregnated samples  

Vmin
Vmax

Vint

Minimum susceptibilityMinimum susceptibility
is found perpendicularis found perpendicular
to the cracksto the cracks

Maximum susceptibilityMaximum susceptibility
is found parallelis found parallel
to the cracksto the cracks



analysis analysis of microstructures  of microstructures  

•• orientationorientation analysisanalysis of about 900 cracks of about 900 cracks using using image image analysis toolanalysis tool

•• the largest the largest count corresponds to count corresponds to the North the North 105105°° in agreement in agreement 
with our analysis with our analysis onon the elastic fabricthe elastic fabric



analysis analysis of microstructures  of microstructures  

Analysis on 3 orthogonal thinAnalysis on 3 orthogonal thin--sections, on sandstone samples at different depthssections, on sandstone samples at different depths



Vmin
Vmax

Vint

Comparison with tectonic Comparison with tectonic 
andand structural structural settingssettings

Stress Stress trajectorytrajectory fromfrom foldfold axesaxes

PaleostressPaleostress trajectorytrajectory fromfrom fault fault analysisanalysis

AverageAverage beddingbedding dipdip direction in direction in HoleHole AA

SSHmaxHmax deduceddeduced fromfrom boreholeborehole breakoutsbreakouts



RecentRecent measurementsmeasurements on on sphericalspherical
TCDP TCDP samplessamples under under pressurepressure

Petr SpacekPetr Spacek
Institute of Earth Physics,Institute of Earth Physics,

Masaryk University,Czech RepublicMasaryk University,Czech Republic



.......however.however therethere isis some some problemproblem

Vmin
Vmax

Vint notnot fullyfully compatiblecompatible
withwith the the presentpresent

stress stress fieldfield

WhatWhat waswas the stress statethe stress state
whenwhen thesethese crackscracks werewere formedformed ??



Measurements on HoleMeasurements on Hole--B samplesB samples

HoleHole--BB

sandstone sandstone -- formationformation

siltstone siltstone -- formationformation

siltstone siltstone –– damaged zonesdamaged zones

4 sets of 4 sets of 
three orthogonalthree orthogonal

samplessamples

21 samples cored21 samples cored
no orthogonal setno orthogonal set

sandstonesandstone
siltstonesiltstone
Fault zonesFault zones



HoleHole--B samples: data on AMSB samples: data on AMS

sandstonesandstone
formationformation

HoleHole--AA

siltstonesiltstone
formationformation

siltstonesiltstone
damaged zonesdamaged zones

HoleHole--BB



HoleHole--B samples: data on AMSB samples: data on AMS
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Samples in the damaged zone close to the ruptureSamples in the damaged zone close to the rupture
area of the 1999 earthquake are clearly identifiedarea of the 1999 earthquake are clearly identified

(higher foliation and mean susceptibility)(higher foliation and mean susceptibility)
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HoleHole--B samples: data on elastic anisotropyB samples: data on elastic anisotropy

Siltstone samples in HoleSiltstone samples in Hole--B seem to be softerB seem to be softer
Damaged zone samples are intermediate betweenDamaged zone samples are intermediate between
formation sandstones and siltstones formation sandstones and siltstones 

Mean elastic modulus (GPa)
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Evolution of magnetic properties with depthEvolution of magnetic properties with depth



Similar observation by Hirono et al.Similar observation by Hirono et al.

mineralogical transformationmineralogical transformation
associated with the slip zonesassociated with the slip zones

(Hirono et al., GRL 2006)(Hirono et al., GRL 2006)



Observation of microstructuresObservation of microstructures
in the fault zonesin the fault zones

Several zones showingSeveral zones showing
different textures anddifferent textures and
mineralogical compositionmineralogical composition



The less deformed layer is B and is interpreted The less deformed layer is B and is interpreted 
to be the Chito be the Chi--Chi earthquake slip zone (Ma et Chi earthquake slip zone (Ma et 
al., Nature, 2006)al., Nature, 2006)

Observation of microstructuresObservation of microstructures
in the fault zonesin the fault zones

Dark fragments:Dark fragments:
Pseudotachylytes ?Pseudotachylytes ?



Main features common to both FZMain features common to both FZ

•• Micas / chlorite apparently absentMicas / chlorite apparently absent

•• Isotropic zonesIsotropic zones

•• Rolled fragments or clayRolled fragments or clay-- clast clast 
aggregates (suggests thermal aggregates (suggests thermal 
pressurization)pressurization)

•• Preferred orientation of claysPreferred orientation of clays

•• Calcite veins: hydraulic fracturing Calcite veins: hydraulic fracturing 
(implies fluid redistribution)(implies fluid redistribution)

•• interseismic compaction probably interseismic compaction probably 
occurs by dissolutionoccurs by dissolution--
recrystallizationrecrystallization

Hole AHole A
FZA 1111 mFZA 1111 m

Hole BHole B
FZB 1136 mFZB 1136 m

But impossible to exactly correlate But impossible to exactly correlate 
the different layers between FZAthe different layers between FZA--
1111 and FZB1111 and FZB--11361136



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

1)1) AMS data are consistent for both sandstones and siltstones, in AMS data are consistent for both sandstones and siltstones, in 
holes A and B, at all depths, showing that both formations have holes A and B, at all depths, showing that both formations have 
experienced experienced layer parallel shorteninglayer parallel shortening..

2) APV data for sandstones only show the existence of an 2) APV data for sandstones only show the existence of an anisotropic anisotropic 
distribution of cracksdistribution of cracks which orientation is consistent with the which orientation is consistent with the 
local tectonic environment.local tectonic environment.

3) The analysis of core samples from the damage zones near the 3) The analysis of core samples from the damage zones near the 
identified fault zones in Holeidentified fault zones in Hole--B shows that there is an B shows that there is an anomalyanomaly
of both AMS and mean susceptibility close to the rupture zone ofof both AMS and mean susceptibility close to the rupture zone of
the 1999 earthquake. the 1999 earthquake. 

The anisotropic nature of the formationsThe anisotropic nature of the formations
should have a strong influence should have a strong influence 

on fluid transport and hydromechanical behaviouron fluid transport and hydromechanical behaviour


